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Innovations - Amazing Handfeel
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Light weight jacket
Wind proof  wear

Ever Cottony Clima is the latest generation of  
innovation that is aimed at lightweight, breathable, 
wind-proof  and extremely fine cottony hand feel that 
can be widely used in different types of  jackets.

Feature:

Application:

Light weight
Cottony hand feel
Breathable
Windproof
Pass rain test
Down proof

Ever Cottony Clima (V20-1)

Down proof  jacket
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Everest Ultra Soft Touch series features softness, 
comfortable stretch and its versatility, that is suitable 
for pants, shorts, and shirts. This series uses Everest's 
unique texturized yarns and 
special dyeing and finishing techniques.

Feature:
Comfort stretch
Soft hand feel
Multiple end uses

Casual shirts
Fashion pants
Casual shorts

Application:

Ever Ultra Soft Touch Series (V23)
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Keep warm
Back side long pile effect 
Soft touch

Ever Woven Fleece-Long Pile uses Everest double 
weave technology to imitate the appearance of  animal 
fur, providing fabric with soft handfeel and good 
warmth; woven design provides single layer fabric with 
two layers effect. 

Feature:

Application:
Outdoor jacket
Outdoor pants
City coat

Ever Woven Long Pile & Woven Fleece (V3-3)
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Ever E-1000 Plus combines the benefits of  high-tech 
unique microfiber yarn developed by Everest. This 
series has incomparable ultra cottony-like handfeel, 
mechanical stretch and UPF30+ function, applying to 
light-weight wear both in casual and sports market.

Feature:
Microfiber soft smooth touch
 Ultra Cottony handfeel
 UPF 30+
 Light weight

Sport shirts
 Casual Tops
 Light weight fitted jackets

Application:

Ever E-1000 Plus (S119)
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Feature:

Application:
Casual wear
Shirt
Dress

Ever Real Silk (S076)
One secret of  the unique hand feel is from the chemical 
we apply to this series. One of  the main sources of  this 
chemical coming from disused Japanese kimonos, which 
are made of  real silk.

8

Wicking
Elegant silky touch
Sourced from discarded kimonos
Combine natural material and technology



Innovations - Functions   
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Antiviral test method: ISO 18184
VIROBLOCK finish is not designed to cure or prevent 
the diseases  
VIROBLOCK finish does not control the virus activity

Everest uses special chemicals to make fabrics resistant 
to harmful microbes and safe for the skin. The series let 
you feel safe, clean and hygienic in your clothes, enjoy 
relaxing time on everywhere.

Feature:

Application:
Masks
Lifestyle Apparel
Pants
Jackets

Ever VIROBLOCK (S109)

®
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USA version Worldwide 



Fabric made with silver fiber is different from 
antibacterial finished fabric. It add silver to yarn that 
antibacterial function is permanency. Everest uses two 
silver yarn(Silver compounding with Nylon and PET 
sputtering silver) for different application. 

Feature:
Test method: AATCC 100 (Silver compounding 
with Nylon and PET Sputtering Silver had different 
Antibacterial effect please see the figure.)
Durable Anti-Bacterial 

Lifestyle Apparel 
Pants
Jackets

Application:

Ever Silver – Antimicrobial  
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Silver Yarn

Nylon

Silver

sputtering silver compounding with Nylon 

20B0044QD
19M0645QD

Available items:



Silver Yarn

Nylon

Silver

sputtering silver compounding with Nylon 

New generation of  4-way stretch fabrics offered a better 
fit, with comfortable stress-free stretch and support, as 
well as enhanced cooling and breathability, providing 
wearers a sense of  weightlessness on the body and 
better shape in tight apparels.

Feature:
Comfortable compression
Breathable & cooling touch 
Solvent-free elastics

Casual wear 
Sport wear

Application:

F20B0256PNFK04
F20B0354PNFK04

Available items:

Ever X4zol™-J

Novel Comfort

Traditional
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4-ways stretch
Wicking  
NIR Reflective rate >70%  
Anti-sun damage 

Near infrared(NIR) accounts for 49% radiation from the 
Sun. Similar to UV, NIR exerts biological effects on human 
skin, including enhancing UV-induced dermal damage, 
and accelerating skin aging. SolarFree yarns demonstrate 
NIR reflective rate of  more than 70%; 15% more effective 
than regular full-dull yarns shielding skin from radiation 
heating and skin damage.

Feature:

Application:
Casual wear 
Shirts
Dress
Light weight jacket

Ever SolarFree  Nylon (S086)

®
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Four ways stretch
Wicking
UPF50+
NIR Reflective rate >70%
Anti-sun damage 

Ever SolarFree® can reflect the near infrared radiation. 
Shielding skin from radiation and heat damage, it can 
lower the apparel temperature gradually, and keep the 
body cool while wearing for outdoor activities.

Feature:

Application:
Casual wear
Shirts
Dress
Light weight jacket

Ever Recycle SolarFree PET (S118)
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Breathability and mobility are two main features for 
this collection. Everest use melt-away yarns to develop 
this series of  fabric with excellent ventilation. It is very 
suitable for sport and outdoor wear. 

Feature:

Application:

Breathable
Mechanical stretch
2 or 4-way stretch

Training
Golf
Running

Ever Aero-Wave 
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Application:
Outdoor jackets
Outdoor pants
Sports wear

Durable W/R
Abrasion resistance
2-4 way stretch
Pass rain test

®
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DURA-FILA  is a high tenacity yarn with better heat 
stability, high tearing and tensile strength with cottony 
hand feel. Comparing to regular yarn, it shows excellent 
low temperature resistant (-20°C), higher tenacity(60%↑), 
good tearing strength(40%↑). Make your outdoor 
clothing more DURAble then ever!

Ever DURA-FILA  (V6-5)

Feature:



Cordura  is widely used for high-performance fabric with 
special strength request. It's popular in outdoor, army 
and bag/equipment fields. Everest combines Cordura   
yarns with spandex to create tough fabrics with stretch to 
make more possibilities for Cordura  products.

Feature:
Abrasion resistance
4-way stretch
Water repellent

Outdoor pants
Outdoor jackets
Casual pants

Ever CORDURA  Stretch & Cordura re/cor  (V6-3)TM 
® 

® 

® 

Application:
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Ever Sunex series use a new type of  heat-generating 
polyester fiber with ceramic powder added in the spinning 
process. It can absorb heat from outside environment 
and human body to emit thermal heat in the form of  far 
infrared, achieving positive warmth, heating and anti-static 
effects.

Feature:
Natural far infrared emissivity
Anti-static function
Positive heat storage

Outdoor wear
Pants
Jacket

Ever Sunex - Heat Emitting(S123)

Application:
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Swiss HeiQ company has developed a new temperature 
control treatment agent,which can reflect the wearer's 
body temperature, and when the wearer's skin reaches a 
specific temperature, the cooling effect will be activated. 
According to the test results, it can reduce the skin 
temperature to 1.5°C-2.5°C, and help athletes maintain a 
comfortable body temperature, thereby improving sports 
performance.
Feature:

HEIQ SMART TEMP
Wicking
Mechanical Stretch
Weft Stretch

Sportswear
Cool shirt
Sweatpants

Ever HeiQ Smart Temp(S112)

Application:
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Innovations - Bio-based
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Bio-based products can make the economy more sustainable 
and lower its dependence on fossil fuels. Ever Bio-based 
Nylon is using PA56 fiber(Terryl  ) with 45% renewable 
content, taken from natural materials to lower the influence 
for environment , possessing the same quality characters as 
petroleum-based nylon without compromise.

Feature:

Application:

Nylon yarn with 45% bio-content
Good abrasion (>50000 cycle ASTM D4966)

Sports wear
Outdoor wear
Lifestyle

Ever Bio-based Nylon (V26)
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4-way stretch

® 



Being sustainable does not mean less in performance and 
durability. Everest’s bio-based PU coating contains >50% 
renewable materials, and it remains soft in cold condition. 
(<0°C)

Feature:
Anti-freeze application
>50% bio-based content
Pass rain test
Windproof  
Breathable

Ever Bio-based Coating (U80)
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Trekking 
Running
Golf  wear
Snowboard

Application:

Bio-based >50%

Specification :

Method of  Analysis:D6866-12/Method-B

Products Foam lamination
A/P value (cfm)
ASTM D 737 0-10
Jungle Test (day)    
ISO 5423 >21
MVP-A1(g/m2·24h)
JIS L 1099 A1 > 5000



Being sustainable does not mean less in performance and 
durability. Everest’s bio-based PU membrane containing 
>25% renewable materials  is made of  Dupont’s 
Susterra®, and it possesses comparable waterproofness 
and breathability as regular PU membrane. 

Feature:
>25% bio-based content
Water proof
Breathable

Ever Bio-based Membrane (S104)
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Suitable for any 2L and 3L 
design, able to work with 
Nylon or PET

Application:



Feature:

This is the evolution of  Everest's unique 
CORDURA  stretch series, making durability and 
sustainability come together. Providing the same 
performance level as regular PU lamination. Representing 
the concern about the only planet we live and treasure.

Application:

Water proof
Breathable
Abrasion resistance

2-layer jacket
Snow/Ski gear

®
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Ever Bio-membrane X CORDURA (S062)



Ever Bio-Based Rain Wear (S104)

PFC-free Durable W/R 
Waterproof  and breathability 10K/10K
Breathable rainwear

Born from a desire of  combining the latest textile 
technologies with sustainable materials. The series is 
composed of  Bio-based shell fabrics, Bio-based PFC-
free DWR, and Bio-based internal membrane, which 
can offer 10k/10k performance. 

Feature:

Application:
Outdoor Pants
Jacket
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Innovations - Recycled 
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Powerful mechanical stretch
Lasting comfort
Bulky and cottony hand feel
Sustainability

Everest uses special texturing tech. to combine LYCRA 
T400  EcoMade with recycle polyester. Appealing to 
environmentally-conscious consumers as less waste going 
into landfills.

Feature:

Application:
Sport wear
City wear
Outdoor wear

Ever E-2000 EcoMade (S090)
®

®
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Ever Recycled E-1000 is not only made by recycle 
polyester from post-consumer bottles but also applied 
special DTY technique. These fabrics have excellent 
mechanical stretch and soft bulky hand feel. 

Feature:

Application:

Mechanical stretch
Soft Hand Feel

Shorts
Shirt
Pants

Ever Recycled E-1000 (S067)
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100% recycled materials.
Keep average stretch function.
Ultra soft and comfort
 

Ever Green Fit series is excellent for recycled spandex 
made from 100% reclaimed waste. With the unique multi-
functional fibers, we are excited to offer 
customers the best possible
range of  sustainable product
 
Feature:

Application:
Jacket
Pants
City coat

Ever Recycled Spandex (S120)
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Everest has dedicated to making earth a cleaner and 
more sustainable place.  After years of  development, we 
produce fabric in recycled Nylon 6, recycled Nylon 6,6 
and recycled fishnet. It causes less air, water, and soil 
contamination compared with regular Nylon.

Feature:

Application:

4-way or 2-way stretch
Multi-function 
Cottony hand feel

Sports wear
Outdoor wear
Causal wear

Ever Recycled Nylon Series (V18-4 & V18-5)
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Everest is one of  the leading sustainable enterprise in 
the industry. We always strive ourselves working with 
sustainable materials, providing the most eco-friendly 
products to our customers. Our products include ethical 
recycled PET from Thread™, traceable recycled PET 
yarn and recycled PET from ocean(Seaqual™). 

Feature:

Application:

Stretch/mechanical stretch/taffeta
Able to further developed with other function

Sports wear
Outdoor wear
Lifestyle

Ever Recycled Polyester Series (V18-1, V18-2 &V18-3)
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About 4.5 billion PET bottles are used in Taiwan each 
year. This time, recycled PET is not only used in the 
face and the backer, but the functional membrane! The 
membrane contains 45% of  the PET from recycled 
bottles. We hope to save the Earth from pollution.

Feature:

Application:

Post-consumer Recycle PET
Waterproof  and  Breathable

Rain wear
Cycling apparel

Ever Recycled Membrane (S063 & S107)
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Tide company organizes beach cleanup teams, 
cooperates with social enterprises, pay fair wages to 
local communities and adheres to ethical and ecological 
standards to specialize in ocean plastic recycling. 
Everest cooperated with Tide to transform ocean 
recycled plastic from yarn spinning, weaving, dyeing 
and finishing to garment. Obtain a triple surplus of  
economy, society and environment under the fulfillment 
of  corporate social responsibility.

Feature:

Application:

Soft smooth touch.
 4-way stretch.
Wicking point design to offer air channel for quick dry 
and feel comfortable when sweat.

Sport shirts.
Casual Tops.
Fitted jackets

33

Ever Tide - Ocean Recycle(S117)  



 

Waste fishing nets are difficult to decompose in the 
natural environment and also pose an ecological threat 
to the ocean. This series collects waste fishing nets and 
re-creates them into nylon yarn , it can reduces the 
consumption of  water and petroleum and contributing 
to the sustainability of  the earth.

Feature:

Application:

Four ways stretch
Multi function
Cottony hand feel

Casual wear. 
Sport wear.
Outdoor wear.

Ever Recycle Fishing Net
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21M0414PNFK04
21K0143QD
21K0414QD

Available items:



Innovations - Cutting-Edge Tech
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Innovative carbon capture technology, using carbon that 
already exists in life to make polyester raw materials, 
effectively reducing resource consumption and 
contributing to the sustainability of  the earth.

Feature:

Application:

Carbon Capture Yarn
Soft hand feel
Brushed

Casual Wear
Sport Wear
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Ever Bio3 CCU Polyester

LFS12955AQDB
LFS12993AQDB

Available items:



Recycling alone is not enough we needed a better 
answer. Provide an end of  life (EOL) solution, if  
products end up in a landfill or marine environment. 
Biodegradable PET has optimized the fibers to be more 
attractive to the naturally-occurring microbes found in 
these environments. The microbes eat away at the fibers 
at a faster rate. Making PET no longer a burden on the 
earth.

Feature:
Biodegradable PET  turns into water, methane,
CO2 and biomass by the biodegradation process
65.3% biodegradation in 657 days 
 under ASTM D5511 conditions ( BioPro)

Ever Biodegradable PET (S099)

®

Application:
Sports wear
Outer shirt
Fashion wear
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Ever Oyster Shell is a combination of  Recycled oyster 
shell pellets and Recycled PET bottle plastic pellets.
  Solve the environmental pollution caused by discarded 
oyster shells
  Combining recycled PET bottles to enhance added 
value

Feature:

Application:

Eco-friendly
Odor Control
Antistatic
UV-cut

Casual wear
Sport wear
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Ever Oyster Shell

LFS12797AQD
LF590258QD

Available items:



Employ middle-aged and elderly people to recycle 
water caltrop shells and make biochar from water 
caltrop shells. The water caltrop shell biochar is added 
to the yarn through the spinning process,which has 
the functions of  natural humidity regulation and odor 
absorption. It achieves functional fabrics with the triple 
surplus of  economy, society and environment. 

Feature:
Soft smooth touch
Humidity regulation
Odor absorption

Ever Water Caltrop Biochar

®

Application:
Sport shirts.
Casual Tops.
Fitted jackets.
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LFS12918AUQD
LFS12952AQD

Available items:
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 Everest Textile Co., Ltd.
 MANUFACTURER INFORMATION


